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ABSTRACT 

The use of vibration monitoring to assess the mechanical 

integrity of components in a manufacturing facility where 

motion occurs, is reviewed. The operation of a steel 
wiredrawing process is described with particular emphasis 

on wear mechanisms and how vibration monitoring can be 
used in this situation. 

An accelerometer was used to monitor the vibration of the 
die assembly in a steel wiredrawing unit by tape 

recording at selected times the output of the transducer 
and subsequently the acquired data was analysed in the 

frequency domain by computing the power spectral 

density. The power spectral densities and quantities 

derived from them such as the mean, median and variances, 

were examined for correlations with the various physical 

parameters associated with the wiredrawing process such 

as tensile strength, die wear (the parameter of real 

interest), wire speed, wire diameter etc. The results 
showed general trends, however, since the wire speed was 

observed to be a dominating factor, it was difficult to 

assess die wear using the observed data, al though a new 
die did tend to give a broader spectrum at lower 
frequencies than a worn die. A very exhaustive 
investigation using 100% monitoring of vibration and 
other parameters would be required to determine 

definitely if die wear can be assessed by vibration 

monitoring. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The measurement of vibration of a machine or a plant can 

provide data on its mechanical condition. The data 
obtained from vibration monitoring has been used in the 

assessment of the mechanical integrity of rotating 
machinery, process plants, power stations, aircraft, 
space vehicles, ships etc. Thus condition monitoring, 

using the results of the analysis of vibration signals 

has become an important diagnostic tool. 

Vibration is generated by forces within machinery thus 

detection and analysis of this vibration will yield 

information on the nature of these forces. 

Although vibration signals can usually only be measured 

at external surfaces, information may be obtained about 

the machine's interior provided that a good mechanical 

path exists from tt"1e sources to the external surface, 

Vibration monitoring can allow the condition of the 
machine to be determined during normal operation which is 

very useful in both preventive or predictive maintenance, 

so that the three major functions of detection, analysis 

and correction can be implemented. 

Vibration monitoring has proved most successful when used 

on rota ting or reciprocating machinery. This 
investigation will examine the possible application of 
vibration monitoring to study the mechanical integrity of 

the die used in a steel wiredrawing process. The 
primary analytical tool to be used on the vibration 
signals is the computation of the Power Spectral Density 
( P. S. D.). The results will be interpreted in terms of 
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the various physical parameters associated with the 
wiredrawing process such as die geometry, lubrication, 

wire speed, wire size, percentage of reduction, tensile 

strength of the wire, intermittent operation of plant, 

surface texture of the wire etc. If possible, it is 
hoped that the onset of cracking in the die will be 

ascertained and the time from detection to final failure 

may be estimated. 

Knowledge gained from this study may provide a basis for 

prevention and detection of early failure of the die 

through cracking and for extending the normal allowable 

die wear life. 

There exists a large amount of research concerning the 

determination of the mechanical integrity of the 
components in a processing plant using the analyses of 
vibration signals. Unfortunately there are no reports 

on the use of vibration signals to determine the 

integrity of the die in a wiredrawing/extrusion process, 

however, an examination of the literature does yield some 
guidlines to assist in this area and has been included 

here for completeness. 

The main emphasis has been on rotating machinery. 

can be broadly categorised as: 

1.1 Machinery Vibration 
1.2 Bearings 
1. 3 Gears 
1.4 Motors 
1.5 Turbines and Generators 
1.6 Fans 
1.7 Pumps 
1.8 Compressors 

This 

Another field, which has been of particular interest in 

the nuclear industry, is loose parts monitoring. 
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FreQucncy In terms of rpm 

X rpm 

2 X rpm 

3 X rpm 

Len than 1 X rpm 

Synchronous ·(a•c line frequency) 

2 X synchronous freQuency 
Many times rpm (harmonically 
related freQuency) 

High frequency (not h1rmonlc1lly 
related) 

Most likely UUIH 

Imbalance 

Mechanical looseness 

Ml111i9nment 

011 whirl (less than Y, rpm) 

Electrical problems 

TorQue pulses 
Bad 1ean 
Aerodynamic forces 
Hydraulic forces 
Mechanical looseness 

Reclprocatln1 forcn 
Bad antlhlction bearln11 

Other possible causes and remarks 

1) Eccentric journals, 9ears or pulleys. 
2) Mlsall9nment or bent shaft-If hlth axial vibration. 
31 Bad belts If rpm of belt, 
4) Resonance. 
$I Reciprocatint forces. 
&I Electrlcal problems. 
1 I Mlsalignment If high axial vibration. 
21 Reciprocating forces. 
31 Resonance. 
41 Bad belts If 2 X rpm of belt. 
Usually a combination of misalignment ~nd excessln 
axial clearances (looseness). 
1 I Bad drive belts. 
2) Background vibration. 
3) Sub-harmonic resonance. 
4) Beat vibration. 
Common electrlcal Problems Include broken rotor bars, 
eccentric rotor, Imbalanced phases In poly-phase sys
tems, uneQual air gap. 
Rare as a problem unless resonance Is excited. 
Gear teeth X rpm of bad gear. 
Number of fan blades X rpm. 
Number of Impeller nnes X rpm, 
May occur at 2, 3, 4 and sometimes higher harmonics 
If severely loose. 

1) Bearlng·vibratlon may be unsteady--amplltudc and 
freQuency. 

2) cavitation, recirculation and flow turbulence cause 
random, high freQuency vibration. 

3) Improper lubrlcatlon of journal bearln11 (friction 
excited vibration). 

4) Rubbing, 
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1.1. MACHINERY VIBRATION 

Mechanical signature analysis has been used to monitor 
the condition of many types of rotating machinery 

pumps, fans, compressors, turbines and electric motors. 

For instance, if there is a large vibration component at 
tt1e frequency corresponding to the speed of rotation of 

the machine, this indicates an out-of-balance condition, 

whereas if a large vibration component occurs at twice 
this frequency it indicates misalignment in the couplings. 

When vibration increases or becomes excessive, some 

mechanical trouble is usually the reason. Each 
mechanical defect, unbalance, misalignment, worn gears, 

looseness etc. generates vibration in its own unique way 
and different machinery troubles cause different 

frequencies of vibration. Thus when analysing machinery 
vibration to pinpoint problems, it is possible to 
identify a problem positively by simply measuring and 
noting its vibration characteristics. Table 1.1 lists 
the frequencies of vibration produced by rotating 

machinery and most likely causes for each [14]. 

Periodic vibrations and noise level readings obtained 

with hand-held meters are normally recorded on data 

sheets. Using a simple meter, one person can take noise 

and vibration readings on critical machinery in a 
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Eccentric Jou;nals. 

Bad ,ears or gear noise. 

Mechanical looseness. 

Bad drive belts. 

Electrical! 

Aerodynamic or hy• 
oraulic forces. 

Reclprocatins forces. 

Amplitude 

Proportional to Imbalance. 
Lar1est In radlal direction. 
Larse In axlal direction. 
50% or more of radial 
vibration. 

Unsteady-use velocity 
measurement If poulble 

Usually not large. 

Low-use velocity mea• 
sure If possible. 

Erratic or pul1ln1. 

Disappears when 
power Is turned off. 

l"requency 

I X rpnt 

I X rpm usual. 2 and 
:a X rpm 1ometlmct. 

Very hlsh, several 
X rpm. 

IX rpm 

Very higtt-gear 
teeth X rpm. 
2 X rpm 

I, 2, 3 and 4 X rpm 
of belts 

1 X rpm or 1 or 2 X 
synchronous frequency. 

• I X rpm or number 
of t,lades on fan or Im• 
peller X rpm 
I, 2 and his her orders 
X rpm 

PhaH 

Sln1le reference mark. 

Sln9le double or triple. 

Erratic. 

Slnsle mark. 

Erratic. 

Two reference marks. 
Sllthtly erratic; 
One or two depend• 
lnt on frequency. Us
ually unsteady. 
Sln11e or rotatin9 
double mark. 

Remarks 

Most common cause of vibra
tion. 
Best found by appearance of 
la'9e axial vibration. Use dial 
Indicators or other metl•od for 
positive dla1nosls. If 1leeve 
bearln9 machine and no couplo 
Ins miHllsnment llalance the 
rotor. 
Bearing re1p0nslble most llkely 
the one nearest point of largest 
high.frequency vibration. 
If on sears lar1est vibration In· 
line with gear Centers. If on 
motor or generator vibration 
disappears when power ii 
turned off. If on pump or 
blower attempt to balance. 

usually accompanied by un• 
bal;nce aftd/or mball9nm1nt. 
Strobe ll9ht best tool to froze 
faulty belt. 

If vibration amplitude drop1 
off Instantly when power Is 
turned off cause is electrical. 
Rare as• cause of trouble ex• 
cept in cases of reso11ance. 

Inherent In reclproc1tlnt ma• 
chines; can only be reduced by 
des,9n Chanin or Isolation. 
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relatively short period of time. However, some 

machines are not well suited for spot check manual 

monitoring, and continuous 

Vibration analyses conducted 

monitoring is 

to determine 

necessary. 

the machine 
faults are concerned with monitoring forces which can 

cause wear, failure and inferior performance. 

Table 1. 2 is an al terna ti ve rearrangement of the data of 
Table 1.1 listing the most common causes of vibration 

together with amplitude and frequency of the resulting 

vibration and strobe picture characteristics [14]. 
Eshleman [ 15] also states that fault identification can 
be made directly from the measured and analysed data in 
many cases. The frequency of the vibrations monitored is 

related to both the excitation frequencies and the sum and 
difference of these excitation frequencies. VJhen chronic 
problems occur, it is prudent to take into account the 

factors in Table 1.3. 

In a linear system, 
vibration is the same 

the frequency of the monitored 

as the frequency of the exciting 

force. Thus forcing frequencies can be identified 

directly. Allison [16] has presented a method for 

calculating the known dynamic forces from measured 

vibrations of the systems to which the forces are 
applied. When the system stiffness becomes non linear, 

higher harmonics of the basic forcing frequency are 
present. This situation usually indicates the presence 

of faults such as misalignment or excessive loading. 



Design 
Manufacturing 
and Installation Wear 

critical speeds mass unbalance looseness 

resonance bow mass unbalance 

oil whirl casing distortion coupling 

self-excited vibration misalignment gears 

process induced exci- . foundation distortion bearings 
tation includinc seals 
slider crank, b ades, 
vanes, etc. repair shafts 

TABLE 1.3 DIAGNOSIS OF DESIGN, INSTALLATION AND WEAR 
DEFECTS REPRODUCED FROM ESHLEMAN (15) 



Fault 

crillcal 1peed1 

resonance 

oil whirl 

sell-excited 
vibration 

process Induced 
excilation: slider 
cranks, blades, 
vanes, etc. 

Correction• 

change bearil)g 1tlffne11 and/or damping 
change coupling size and type 
alter machine operating speed 

aller stiffness or structure 
aller mass or slfuclure 
add damping coatings, films, etc. 
alter forcing frequency 

change oil temperature 
Increase load on bearing 
change bearing geometry and/or type -

pressure dam, lobe, tilling pad 

eliminate rubs 
change bearing characteristics 
eliminate hysteresis from built-up parts 

u~ually not much can be done unless 
trade-offs between process efficiency and 
vibration excitation has not been fully 
·utilized 

•more extreme allerallons required lor correclton ~ol lisled. 

TABLE 1.4 MACHINE DESIGN FAULTS AND CORRECTIONS 
FROM ESHLEMAN [15] 

Fault 

mass unbalance 

bow 

casing distortion 
and resonance 

misalignment 

loundalion distortion, 
looseness, and 
re1onances 

piping distortion 
and resonance 

Correction 

single, two, or mulliplane balancing 
aepending on rotor configuration 

change critical speed for decreased 
balance sensitivity 

replace rotor 
local planing or hot spot application 
balancing · 

loosen bolls and apply shims 
add mass and/or stiffness lo remove 

resonance 

hot and/or cold alignment 
change coupling• to decrease sensitivity 

apply grout lo loundatlon 
apply shims lo remove dislorllon 
pour concrete In foundallon lo add mass 
add steel braces lo increase sllffness 

check pipe supports, isolators, and 
connectors 

check pressure pulsations 

11hen couplings are changed possible crlllcal speed changes should 
.e invesllgatea. · 

TABLE 1.5 MACHINE MANUFACTURING AND INSTALLATION 
FAULTS AND CORRECTIONS FROM ESHLEMAN [15] 
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There are three basic methods in machine and structural 
fault correction and vibration control other than a 

replacement of worn parts:-

1. Excitation reduction - change both in amplitude and 

frequency of input forces to 
decrease vibration 

2. Tuning and isolation - change both mass and stiffness 

to alter natural frequencies 
and mode shapes so that maxima 
in the vibration response will 
not coincide with maxima in 

driving force. 

3. Damping - applications of bearings, film 

coatings, composite structures 

and other structures to 

dissipate vibrational energy in 
the form of heat. 

Table 1.4 lists machine design faults and possible 
correction methods while Table 1.5 lists faults and 
possible correction methods applicable to manufacturing 

and installation. Computer analyses are often 
required to calculate critical speeds and vibration 

responses, so that corrections can be applied. These 
calculation techniques have been adequately developed but 
the physical data needed as input which characterises the 

equipment is often non-existent or inaccurate. 
it is often difficult to carry out analyses 

precise results [15]. 

Thus, 
yielding 
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Fault identification can be made directly from measured 

and analysed data in many cases. Excitations such as 

mass unbalance, anti-friction bearing and gear defects, 

oil whir 1, trapped fluid and rubs cause rotor vibration 

at discrete frequencies. Due to misalignment, looseness 

and stiffness nonlineari ties, the stator vibration wave 

form caused by the rotor vibration is truncated. The 

amount and shape of the truncation ( shown in the time 

domain) depends on physical characteristics (stiffness, 

damping and mass) [17]. 

When a beat signal is truncated as in Figure 1.1, a 

number of sum and difference frequencies are obtained. 

The truncated wave form is a periodic function of the 

beat frequency (c.c., 2 - w 1 ), thus it can be expressed as 

a series of harmonic functions using a Fourier series. 

The truncation of the "beat frequency" induces strong 

harmonics at the sum and difference frequencies 

(CtJ 1 + w 2 ) and ( C&J 2 - c..., 1 ) • Frequencies in the 

range of third harmonics ( 2 c.u 1 + u.> 2 ) and 

(Cc.J1 + 2ec.>2 ) are generated. In addition, the sum and 

difference frequency components are accompanied by side 

band frequency components separated by (w 2 - o., 1 ) from 

centre bands. 

The presence of the sum and difference frequencies and 

their amplitude determine the source of the vibration 

problem. The severity of the defect whose frequency is 

present in the 

by the ratio 

amplitudes. 

vibration response system, is 

of the side band to centre 

Taylor (18) has applied this 

determined 

frequency 

theory to 

bearings, gears and general machinery conditions. 

Figure 1.2 contains a schematic representation of the 

process of generation of sum and difference frequencies 

in rotating machinery. 
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1.2 BEARINGS 

The failure of ball and roller bearings - assuming proper 

design and maintenance - usually results from sub-surface 
fatigue caused by the high cyclic contact load between 
the balls, rollers and the race. Surface fatigue spalls 
or any other surface defects disturbs the rolling 

motion. The results are growth of the defect area, an 

increase in friction and ultimately an increase in wear 

rate. The defects become so large that the bearing no 

longer functions properly and serious damage occurs. 

Local defects in the inner or outer race of a bearing are 

hit by the ball each time it passes over them. A surface 

defect on the ball will also strike the inner and outer 

race. The rate at which these impacts occur depends 

upon bearing speed and location of the defect. Other 
defects arise from overload or misalignment. High 

frequency vibrations (which produce squeaks) are symptoms 

of lubricating failure. 

Methods are available to enable calculation of the 
frequencies generated by rolling elements, for example 

those given by Babkin [19] and Mitchell [20]:-

fr Q.J Fundamental frequency (1.1) 
= 60 

fc = f-[!-(-f )cos°'] Defect in outer race (1.2) 

fi = f [i-1-(-f) coso1.J Defect in inner race ( 1. 3) 

fb D fol )2 2 
= 2d[I- ri cos~J Ball defect (1.4) 
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Further are the equations for vibrational orders that 

would be found for various types of surface inperfections: 

Inner Race 

Outer Race 

Ball 

where: 

= inner 

Eccentricity 

VJaviness 

Rough spot 

Waviness, rough 
spot 

Diameter variation 

Waviness 

Rough spot 

race rotational speed, 

d = diameter of ball element. 

D = pitch diameter of bearing 

= contact angle of the ball to 

z = number of the balls 

n = index number 

I 
nZJ;. ± I 
nZfi 

nZ.fo 
fo 

2n/l, ±./o 
2nfo 

rpm 

the raceway 

( l. 5) 

(1.6) 

( l. 7) 

Corben [21] gives different formulae for the vibrational 

frequencies to be anticipated from defective ball/roller 

bearings; as follows:-

Shaft rotational frequency fl = NHz (1.8) 

Irregularity (rough spot or 
_ (R-r) N 

indentation )on the cage f2 Jlz (1.9) - 2R 
Spin frequency or rolling 

element f~ = R;r xf2 Jlz ( l. 10) 
;) 

Irregularity of an eler,1ent causes 

vibrational frequency striking 
=2 {R:r) /2. on the inner and outer raceway f4 /lz ( 1.11) 

Irregularity on the inner raceway fr: =(li-f2)n Hz ( 1.12) 
.:; 

Irregularity on the outer raceway f6 = '2.n 1-/z ( 1.13) 
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f 1 f 6 are the fundamental frequencies due to the 

various causes and often accompanied by the harmonics. 

Where: 

N = Speed of Shaft rev/sec. 

R = Pitch circle diameter 
r = Ball/Roller Radius 

n = Number of Balls/Rollers 

When a motor bearing is damaged, apart from the vibration 

components generated by the bearing, the bearing wear 
allows the rotor to run off-centre, giving rise to 
mechanical and magnetic unbalance, misalignment, unequal 
air-gaps around electric motor, unequal blade clearances 
at impellers, poor meshing of gear teeth etc. 

Eshleman [17] describes the effects of defects that occur 

in anti-friction bearings on the races, balls and cages, 
which have been associated with five vibration 

frequencies of the rotating unit and bearing. He has 

identified bearing defects with spectrum discrete 

frequencies in the spectrum and also the shape and 

amplitudes of spectral peaks particularly for sum and 
difference frequencies and has shown that side bands are 
generated as defect size increases. The side bands are 

sum and difference frequencies involving both bearing 
ball pass or spin frequencies and shaft revolutions per 
minute (rpm), depending on the location of the defect. 

Figure 1.3 shows a vibration spectrum of a bearing with 

multiple defects on the inner race. Multiples of inner 
race ball pass frequency are modulated by the rotating 
frequency of the unit. The sum and difference 

frequencies therefore are due to the frequencies 
generated as a result of mass unbalance of the unit and 

inner race defects. 
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Houser [22] applied modelling techniques to rolling 
elements and bearing faults, where the ball, cage and 
race frequencies may be easily predicted using Babkin 
[19] formulae. Methods for predicting high frequency 
resonances of bearing races have also been developed. 

A few methods of analysing vibration signals of bearings 
will now be discussed:-

1. Direct spectrum analysis of a complex vibration 
signal is obtained either from a velocity pick-up or from 
an accelerometer attached to a bearing cap. With some 
training and a great deal of experience, an analyst can 
recognise clear changes as a bearing develops a defect 
and the defects grow to a point so that it must be 
replaced [ 18]. 

2. A second method of extracting the same type of 

information is based on the observation of the bearing 
characteristic frequencies by their modulation of the 
higher bearing or structural resonant frequencies. The 
signal is usually obtained by using a high frequency 

accelerometer. 

3. A third method is to average the vibration signal 
obtained in the time domain over a time period associated 
with the frequency of the characteristics to be 
analysed. This form of signal averaging acts to 
emphasise frequency components of interest. 

4. Vibration monitoring using acceleration measurements 
are usually analysed initially into broad bands rather 
than into individual components. Specific bands of 
interest may be analysed into narrower components. The 
advantage of octave analysis is that a wide frequency 
band can be analysed rapidly into a fixed number of 
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octaves. The disadvantage, of course, is that in a 

complex machine with many vibration sources more than one 
source may be located within the same octave band and 
identification of the source is not precise. 

The previous analytical procedures require some form of 
comparison between graphs such as power spectral 
densities. Other methods of rolling bearing analysis all 

attempt to simplify the procedure so that only a few 
defect parameters are needed. The first method is to 
calculate the crest factor or the ratio between peak and 

RMS components of wideband vibration signals obtained 

from an accelerometer attached as close as possible to 
the bearing. Defects in the bearing produce sharp 

spikes or pulses as the defects produce transient 

contacts with mating member. The larger the defect the 

sharper the spikes, thus a high or increasing crest 
factor implies a larger or increasing defect. One 

problem with crest factor measurements is that in 
bearings with multiple or spreading defects, the crest 

factor may be low or decreasing due to an increasing RMS 

amplitude. 

A similar argument about bearing damage is used for the 

kurtosis method. Kurtosis expresses the "flatness" of 
the probability density function of the signal and is 
computed as the fourth moment about the mean divided by 

the square of the second moment. (See Section 4.5). 

Kurtosis provides a measure of the occurrence of extreme 
or peak values in the signal. Swanson [ 24] quotes Dyer 

and Stewart (1978) who suggest that kurtosis provides a 

reasonable compromise between using only the insensitive 
low order moments and highly sensitive high orders of a 

signal. 
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It has been observed that early bearing damage is 

manifested by high kurtosis values in the low frequency 

bands, as damage progresses the kurtosis values approach 

that for a normal distribution (3.0) in the low 

frequencies but increases in the high frequency bands [36] 

Other methods used for bearing monitoring are acoustic 

flaw detection and shock pulse monitoring [23] [32]. 
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1. 3 GEARS 

Gears generate mechanical signatures (power spectral 

densities) that are periodic and related to the meshing 

frequency which depends on the number of teeth and shaft 

speed. The main frequency at which vibration will be 

generated is the tooth passing frequency [25]. 

where: 

Frequency (Hz) = NT 
60' 

T = number of teeth on smaller gear 

N = Rpm of the smaller gear 

( 1.14) 

The meshing of two teeth produces impacts even if the 

gears are operating properly. Gears can also have such 

local defects as worn or chipped teeth and the defects 

can be distributed due to pitch diameter errors or shaft 

eccentricity. The last two faults cause side bands to 

develop at several orders of the rotational speed of 

shaft. 

Forces causing gear tooth vibration are of two main 

types. The first is the force pulse generated when one 

tooth slides over its mating tooth. This is termed the 

pitch line impulse. The other is termed the engagement 

impulse and is caused by an imperfect engagement of gear 

teeth as they come into contact. 

influence the size of these forces 
The main factors that 

are: type of gear, 

pressure angle, contact ratio, tooth face width 

alignment, resonance, surface, finish, gear pitch, 

profile, load etc. 
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Manufacturing errors are known to have a major influence 

on the dynamic performance and integrity of gears. Lees 
[ 26] in his study of large mill drive trains found that 
some of the low speed gears are so heavily loaded U1at 

they suffer significant wear quite early in life. 

Usually there is not enough metal in the teeth to give 

many years of service, and in addition profile errors in 
gear construction give increased dynamic geartooth forces 

which also affects other gears in the train. The degree 
of precision in the geometry of the gear profile can have 
a crucial effect on the machine vibration. Coupling 
between torsional and flexural modes is usual and occurs 
predominantly at lower frequencies. The most common 

cause of gearbox failure in mill drives is the excessive 

torque f luc tua tion in the whole drive due to the badly 
worn profile of girth gear teeth. In conclusion, Lees 

found that a direct link between vibration and gear 

forces has been established and tooth-pitch errors give 

rise to components in the vibrational spectrum at other 
frequencies associated with the basic speed of rotation 

of the gearbox. 

Bhattacharayya [27] investigated the effects of 
transmission error on the dynamic loading of two meshing 

gears under actual working conditions, and showed that a 

dynamic loading is produced which is predominantly a 
forced vibration phenomenon, in which certain resonance 

harmonics are excited. 

Detection of gear faults is relatively easy, but 
interpreting the mechanical signature in terms of actual 
gear conditions is often difficult. The reason is that 

many faults show up at the gear mesh frequency. Gear 
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defects can often be identified using the sum and 
difference frequencies in the power spectral 
densities. Gear mesh frequencies modulated by 

rotational frequencies are indicative of defects in the 

gear mesh teeth. Defects include loading, bottoming, 
backlash and eccentricity of the teeth of the gear. 
Taylor [ 18] has published· examples of vibration spectra 

measured on gearboxes. Side bands were obtained at sum 
and difference frequencies of one or two times running 
speed, depending on the number and nature of gear tooth 
defects plus or minus the gear or pinion mesh frequency. 

Sum and difference frequencies resulting from a defective 

gear tooth can be obtained because it causes ringing of 
the gear sets at system natural frequencies [18]. These 

sum and difference frequencies are comprised of a gear 

tooth frequency (or frequencies depending on the 

excitation) at multiples of shaft speed and/or system or 

component natural frequencies. The pulse amplitude 

caused by ringing governs the number and amplitude of the 

sum and difference frequencies generated and thus it is 

an indicator of the severity of the gear defects. Thus 
this technique is of value for identifying defective 

components. An extensive quantitative assessment of 

these defects has not been yet reported, probably because 

of the complexity of mechanical equipment. 

Houser [22] used a technique of pattern recognition based 

on frequency data for the detection of faulty gears and 
bearings. Figure l. 4 & l. 5 show reference and running 

data for a gear having a single pitch line pit. An 
interesting result from the figures is that the gear mesh 

frequency side bands were found to be the result of 
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torque oscillation in the system which was due to 

coupling misalignment. 
predominant periodicity 

The fault appears to give a very 

at multiples of the shaft 
frequency. A second less noticeable periodicity occurs 

at the first torsional natural frequency of the system. 

Gearbox vibration spectra contain many side bands spaced 

around the tooth mesh frequencies and their harmonics. 
Changes in the number and the strength of such side bands 

generally indicate a deterioration in condition and the 
side band spacing gives valuable diagnostic information 

as to a source of the modulation [44]. An analytical 

tool is required to emphasise any variations from a true 

harmonic sequence in a multi-peaked spectrum. This can 
be achieved using the cepstrum which is defined basically 

as a spectrum of the logarithmic spectrum. The cepstrurn 

is computed by determining the power spectral density of 

a signal; taking the logarithm of the values of the power 
spectral density) this is equivalent to using a dB 

scaling); and then taking a further Fourier transform to 

obtain the cepstrum. The existence of harmonics in a 

logarithmic spectrum gives a periodic sequence of peaks 

and the subsequent further spectrum calculation will give 

only one peak in the "sequency" domain for this harmonic 
sequence. Thus, the cepstrum not only aids in separating 

the various families of fundamental frequencies and their 
harmonics but it also gives a measure of their relative 
importance. Uniformly distributed wear will only 

increase the components at the tooth mesh frequency. A 

typical cause of amplitude modulation is caused by the 
eccentricity of the pitch circle with respect to the 

centre of rotation causing a variation in tooth contact 

pressure once per revolution and this will be apparent in 

the various peak amplitudes in the cepstrum. 



FIGURE 1.6 CONSTANT BANDWIDTH GEARBOX VIBRATION SPECTRA 
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FIGURE 1.7 CEPSTRA CORRESPONDING TO FIGURE 1.6 
From Randall [28] 
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Frequency modulation arises from variations in the tooth 

meshing rate due to either non-uniform tooth spacing or 

speed fluctuations and this will cause deviations from 
the harmonic sequences which will be readily apparent in 
the cepstrum. 

Load fluctuations would also give frequency modulation 
due to varying tooth load. Thus, it is normally of 
interest to distinguish between both amplitude and 

frequency modulation and focus attention on the 
fundamental forcing frequencies rather than the complete 

harmonic sequences which cepstrum accomplishes. Thus the 

Cepstrum and on the other hand the spacing of side bands 

in the spectrum gives directly the fundamental modulating 

frequency, sufficient to trace the source. 

It is a useful supplement to normal spectrum analysis of 

gearbox vibration signals. Determination of the basic 

modulating frequencies and ability to detect spectrum 

periodicity not immediately apparent to the eye, is 

advantageous. 

An example of such measurements made on a gearbox is 

shown here. The tooth meshing frequency and its 

harmonics were difficult to determine from 3~6 bandwidth 
spectra, however, the cepstra corresponding to the 
spectra (Figure 1.6 & 1. 7) shows up the difference more 
clearly and at the same time confirms that virtually all 
the modulation is occurring at the speed of the high 

speed shaft at 85 Hz [28]. 
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1.4 MOTORS 

Mechanical vibratory forces in motors may be produced by 

several means including out-of-balance conditions of the 

rotor, bent shafts, misalignment with the driven machine 

and rubbing and rolling actions in the bearings. France 

and Grainer [29 J described various steps taken to 

identify the excitation force and determine the 

characteristics of the resonant modes of vibration. The 

vibration frequency was found by multiplying the number 

of rotor slots by the rotational speed and so distinct 

resonant regions were evident within the motor operating 

speed range. Various solutions to reduce resonant 

vibrations were considered and described and a solution 

to the problem was achieved by use of an elastomeric 

mounting arrangement for the motor bearing. A typical 

situation is represented in Figures 1.8 and 1.9. 

Initial results indicated that the problem 

to the motor. When the motor was 

frequencies associated with 1000 rpm and 

vibration levels showed clearly that 

was purely due 

decoupled for 

the resultant 

the residual 

unbalance at low speeds was reduced and a number of well 

damped resonant regions were now observed. Figure 1.8 is 

the vibration spectrum prior to any treatment and Figure 

1. 9 that after treatment. Thus, soft mounting of the 

rotor in its bearings was shown to decrease the strong 

coupling and resulted in a machine with acceptable 

vibration levels. 
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1.5 TURBINE/GENERATORS 

Many different types of signals are generated by 
turbines/generators and since it is difficult to gather 
and analyse sufficient data, signature analysis for these 

situations must be considered in its infancy. Signature 
analysis using vibration signals up to 250 Hz is an area 

where sufficient experience and knowledge is available so 
it can be used effectively for preventive-maintenance 

planning purposes. [30] [31]. Vibration analysis can 
accurately identify such operating problems as permanent 

unbalance, temporary unbalance, impacting, bearing and 

spindle instability and double moment of inertia [30] 

[31]. These phenomena are described below. 

Permanent unbalance is created by permanent displacement 

of the centre of gravity of the shaft. The frequency 

associated with permanent balance is the frequency 

associated with the running speed. 

Temporary unbalance occurs when the centre of gravity 

shifts due to transient conditions causing spindle 
distortion such as transient energy inputs to the shafts; 

heating effects which could be caused by the rubbing of 
seals; other effects causing transient energy extraction. 

Impacting exists when a rotating and stationary component 
come into contact. Its characteristic frequency is often 
a subharmonic of the running speed frequency and the 

closest sub-harmonic to the natural frequency of the 

shaft will be emphasised. 



Cauae of Vioretion 

Teaporery unbalance 

lapaotint 

harint inatability • oil 
whip 

Maonaat whirl 

Rock1119 journal bearint• 

DOuble -•t of inertia 

ldentifyin9 Pre9uency 

Runnln9 apeed frequency 

Runnlnt· apeed frequency 

Subharaonic, 1/2, 1/3 or 
1/4 of running apeed 
frequency 

Le•• than 1/2 of running 
apeed frequency 

Natural frequency of 
•y•t•• 

Solution to Proble• 

Balance rotor 

Rotor balancing aay be 

neceaaary1 however, otber 
cauaea of vibration• auch 
aa co•ponent diatortion 
and runnin9 - aay alao retauire 
correction. 

Sliainate contact between 
rotatln9 and atationary 
part• 

laprove bearing para .. ter• 
(1) Increase loadin9 (2) 
Iner•••• oil teaperature, 

(3) deai9n new bearln9 

laprove da•pin9 characterlatlca 
of journal bearing 
and/or dlalnlah excitation 
force• 

H•r-nlc1 2,3 or 4 tl•• Machine journal• round 
runnln9•apeed frequency 

Haraonic, 2, 3 or t ti•• Prevent rockln9 wltll 
ruMln9 apeed frequency additional pada. 

H•r-nic, 2, 3 or C ti••• Bquall•• abaft flexlblllty 
running apaed frequency in all directions 

TABLE 1.6 ANALYZING TURBINE VIBRATION TO IDENTIFY 
0PERA11NG PROBLEMS 
From Shattoff [30] 
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Bearing instability is a self excited bearing vibration 

which occurs when the oil film between the journal and 
the bearing is not tapered and so a thick wedge of oil is 

present. The bearing can be made stable by either 

increasing its natural frequency so that no vibration is 

excited or increasing the bearing displacement parameter 

so that a wedge of oil does not occur. 

Spindle instability or resonant whirl describes the 

spindle vibrating at is own natural frequency. The 
associated dominant frequency of vibration is either 
slightly less than, or slightly greater than half of the 

running speed frequency. 
uneven seal clearance. 

One possible cause is an 
Another possible cause is an 

excitation force produced by the steam flow across the 

tips of turbine blades. Rocking of the bearing on its 

pads produces a frequency at either half or twice the 

running speed. 

The double moment of inertia condition can be detected as 

the harmonic 

frequency. 

flexible in 

2, 3, or 4 times of running speed 
It occurs when the shaft is not equally 

all direction and is common on 3600 rpm 

generators, due to design. When such a turbine rotor 

exhibits a double moment of inertia condition, it could 

indicate that a crack is present that is deep enough to 

affect the flexibility of the shaft. A solution to 
problem is to equalise shaft flexibility in all 

directions. 

Table 1. 6 shows Analysing Turbine Vibration to identify 

operating problems. 
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1.6 FANS 

To solve vibration control problems, it is necessary to 

determine the frequency of the disturbing force as the 

part of the design criteria. In fan and motor 

the fan speed produces the lowest value 

frequency. By providing adequate flexibilities 

systems, 

for the 
in the 

structure for satisfactory isolation of this frequency one 

automatically provides some protection against 

transmission of the frequencies caused by electrical hum, 

motor unbalance or fan blades to the rest of the structure 

so as to minimise belt and bearing wear. Also the fan and 
motor shafts must be parallel and fan and the motor must 
be mounted on a rigid common base. 

Most fans and blowers have their own unique type of 
trouble. Some are subjected to abrasive wear, which will 
cause increased vibration due to unbalance. This 

unbalance is caused by an uneven build-up of deposited 

material from the abrasion causing a misalignment. The 

changes in vibration occur at or near the rotation 
frequency and can be monitored effectively [32]. A rotor 

may be in a perfect static balance and yet produce 

vibration at its bearing by the rocking motion associated 

with misalignment. Fan shafts are designed with 
sufficient stiffness to keep the running speed below the 

first er i tical speed at all times. The er i tical speed 

[47] is given by: 

Ne 
_..E!L_ __ ,_,rr 
- 21r - 2r Y 11 ( 1.15) 
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w = angular velocity 
k = stiffness 
M = mass 

Fans are designed to operate with mechanical stresses 
below the ultimate stress of the material of construction. 



Vibndonal 
frequency Typa of problcmt 

~ runnlnc 
,pccd (RS) 

OIi-whip rc1onana:, friction-lndua:d whirl, loolc bearing, IOOIC 
1cal11 bearing damage, bearing-support re10nancc, cue distor
tion, poor shrink fit, torsional critical 

4M°"RS Half-speed whirl, oil-whip rcsonancic, worn bearings, support 
rcsonana:, coupling damage, poor shrink fit, bearing-support 
resonana:, rotor rub (axial), seal rub, tonional critical 

60-l~RS 
Jlunnlns ,pccd 

Loose bearing, loose seals, poor 1hrink fit, tonlonal critical 
Unbalana:, lateral aitic:al, torsional critical, transient torsional. 

foundation rcsonancic, bearing-support rcsonancic, bent shaft, 
bearing damage, thrust-bearing damage, bearings cccicntrlc, 
seal rub, loose impeller, loose coupling, case distortion, shaft 
out-of-round, case vlbntions 

2 X JlS Misalignment, loo1e coupling, teal rub, ca1e dl1tortion, bearing 
damage, loose coupling, support resonance, thrust-bearing 
damage 

• X JlS Blade or vane frequency, pre1sure pullatiom, miaUgnmcnt, 
ca,c distortion, seal rub, gear inaccuracy 

Vay hl1h 
frequency 

Non1ynchronous 
frcqucncin > RS 

Shaft rub: seals, bearings, gear Inaccuracy, bearing chatter, 
poor shrink fit 

Piping vibntions, foundation resonance, cue resonance, pres
sure pulsations, valve vibntlons, noise, shaft rubs, cavitation 

l. s,.,;,.,.,.t.,,d problems 
Low-stability-type bearing 
Excasivc bearing clcarancic 
Loo1e linen 
Impurities In oil 
lmpropcr oil pl'Opcrties (viscosity, 

temperature) 
Froth1111 of oil due to air or procca 

fluid 
Poor lubrfcadon 
Worn bearings 

2. Snl-rd,ted problem, 
Excessive clcarana: 
Loose rctalncn 
Too-tight clcarana: 
Worn seals 

5. Urut-d,sign-r,toud problem, 
Critical speed 
Loose coupling sleeves 
Thermal gradients 
Shaft not cona:ntrlc 
Inadequate support stiffness 
Pedcatal or support rcsonana: 
Case distortion 
Thrust bearing or thrust balance 

ddidcncics 
Unbalance 
Coupling unbalance 
Bmtshaft 
Loose shrink fill 

f. Sy,tem-rdded problem, 
Tonional crlticals 
Pedestal rcsonanca 
Foundation resonances 
Misalignment 
Excessive piping loads 
Gear tooth inaccuracies/wear 
Piping mechanical reaonanca 

5. System-flow-relaud problem, 
Pulsation 
Vortex shedding 
Piping shell resonances 
Inadequate flow area 
Inadequate NPSH 
Acoustic resonance 
Cavitation 

Came 

1 

1 

1,2 
s 

1,2.S 

5,f 

5,f 

5 

TABLE 1.7 - TYPICAL PROBLEMS AND CAUSES 
CENTRIFUGAL PUMPS [4S] 
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1.7 PUMPS 

Pumps are more likely to develop misalignment due to 

variations in temperature, load and other factors during 

normal operation. The pump rotors are subjected to 
numerous loads such as torsion, bending, whirling and 
axial loadings. 

Centrifugal pumps have a relatively flexible cantilevered 

housing, so that a large portion of the dynamic force 

developed by the rotor is transmitted across the bearings 

and only a small motion is transmitted to the 

structure. Sensors attached to the bearing housing in 
the plane of least stiffness provide the best response to 

induced vibrations and therefore the best indicators of 

mechanical condition. The signal from the casing sensor 

must be analysed into frequency bands which can be 

related to a specific mechanical component or 
components. The first band including the frequencies 

around the running speed frequency should analyse a 

parameter proportional to velocity so that it can be 
related to force, since it is the mechanical impedance 
times the velocity. 

A different monitoring scheme, uses high frequency (100 

kHz) sensors to monitor pulses of energy above an 
adjustable threshold. It can check rolling bearings and 

be used to provide early warning at an impending failure. 
[32] 

Table 1.7 lists typical problems found in centrifugal 

pumps and their causes and can be used in 
trouble-shooting vibration problems. 
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1.8 COMPRESSORS 

Vibration signature analysis using a microcomputer 

based fast Fourier transform analysis is being applied to 
the evaluation and surveillance of compressor 
performance. [45] Three areas of application include: 

1. new blade design and prototype compressor 
evaluation. 

2. corrective and preventive maintenance of 

machinery components. 

3. evaluation of machinery health. 

The system is used to monitor signals from accelerometers 
mounted on the load-bearing housings. Vibration 

monitoring of the machinery will be used to reduce 

equipment failures and possibly to prevent more serious 

failures. Vibration signature analysis also has been 

used to assist in the design of the axial-flow compressor 
blades. The key to any signature analysis application 

is an understanding of the mechanisms of failure for the 

compressor components. Effectively monitoring machinery 
health with signature analysis depends upon the following 
factors: 

1. having an accelerometer with sufficient 
sensitivity and frequency response. 

2. obtaining the location and direction of 

measurement that will contain the components 
that are representative of machinery condition. 

3. transmitting the signals 
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4. analysis equipment with sufficient frequency 
resolution. 

It was found that blades experience II g II forces during 

surges or shutdowns, two or three times those experienced 
under steady-state conditions. Blade fatigue cracks 
which initiate during vibrations are either in the first 
bending or torsional modes. The best location found for 

the accelerometer was on the torque side of the load 

bearing cap. As the range of compressor operating speed 

is known, so blade passing frequencies generated can be 
calculated. If any blade resonances fall within these 

driving frequencies, it points potential blade failures. 

Power spectral density signals on the load bearing showed 

considerably energy around 4600 Hz. A visual 

examination of rotor shaft seal showed excessive wear. 

The presence of excessive oil whirl is usually indicated 
by a large subharmonic of the rotor fundamental. 
Structural resonance also gives rise to various 
components. 

A good deal of judgement is required in the high 

frequency range in terms of deciding when to shutdown 
plant. This is especially true in cases where the 

source or cause of the higher frequency component cannot 
be identified. Of the three parameters, 

(displacement, velocity and acceleration) acceleration 

provides the greatest amount of information regarding the 

machine condition. 
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CONCLUSION 

From the preceding literature review it can be seen that 

there are many techniques for exploiting the vibration 
signatures of machinery or systems to determine their 
condition or to diagnose the cause of faults. Many 
applications exist and many mechanical signature analysis 

techniques are available and there is no single "best" 

technique, as it depends on the application. In most 

cases a mechanical signature analysis alone is sensitive 

enough to indicate the condition of a system, but in 

other cases measurements of other performance or 

operating parameters might also be necessary to indicate 

the condition of a system. Mechanical signature analysis 

is a viable technique since laboratory studies and field 

experiments have shown that monitoring the vibration in a 
system or its components can be analysed to identify 

defects. 
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2. WIRE DRAWING 

In this chapter, the important characteristics of the 

wire drawing operation are described. 

2.1. Basics 

The wiredrawing operation involves the forcing of metal 

through a die by means of a tensile force applied to the 

exit side of the die. The wire passes through the die 

and is reduced in diameter while undergoing plastic 

flow. Most of the plastic flow is caused by the 

compressive force which arises from the reaction of the 

metal with the die. Wire drawing is usually carried out 

at room temperature, however, because large deformations 

are usually involved, there can be a considerable 
temperature rise during the drawing operation. 

The rod* is pointed with either a swager or a pointer** 
so that it can be inserted through the die and clamped by 
the jaws of the puller. The draw speed varies depending 
on the reduction of the rod wire diameter. 

* It should be noted that rod becomes a wire when it is 

drawn through a die as shown in Fig. 2.1. 

** For drawing the end of the wire is pointed by working 

it backwards and forwards between two grooved rollers or 

by swagging or other suitable means. Figure 2 .1 is a 

schematic of the wiredrawing process. 
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The sequence followed in wiredrawing is first to clean 

the rod by pickling to remove any scale which would 

otherwise lead to surface defects and hence excessive die 

wear. Then the wire rod is coated with lime, to serve as 

an absorber so as to carry off lubricant during any 

drawing and to neutralise any acid remaining from 

pickling. In dry drawing the lubricant is soap powder. 

Figure 2.2 shows a cross section of a die and soap box. 

In practice it is found the die life is err a tic; dies 

mainly fail due to wear and breakage. The causes of 

failure are three fold: worn out size, scratched and 

broken. Not only do worn dies cost money to replace or 

re condition, but die inspection takes time, the machine 

has to be stopped, the die taken out and visually 

inspected and worst of all, die wear is often undetected 

before substantial quantities of out of size ( worn-out 

die) or blenished and/ or scratched-up wire ( cracked die) 

have been produced. Dies are often gauged by checking 

the diameters of drawn wire through the die which does 

not always represent the true condition of the die. 

This project attempted to examine the use of vibration 

signals to monitor the condition of the die in the die 

box. It was hoped that knowledge gained from this study 

may provide a basis for monitoring for the prevention and 

detection of early failure of the die, through cracking, 

and the normal allowable die wear life. 
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2.2. Construction of Wire Drawing Dies 

The introduction of the tungsten carbide ( T. C.) die for 
wiredrawing in 1929' s was an important step towards the 
development of high speed multi-hole wiredrawing machines 
and the T .c. die also replaced expensive diamond dies. 

The tungsten carbide used in wiredrawing dies is usually 
a mixture of approximately 91% tungsten carbide and 9% 

cobalt. When pressed to shape and sintered it forms an 
extremely hard compound [l]. Wire drawing is usually 

done with dies having from 6% to 13% cobalt content. 
Below 6% the wear accelerates because of inadequate 

bonding, while over 15% the wear accelerates because of 

insufficient density [2] [3]. 

Tungsten carbide is extremely hard and has great 

resistance to abrasion or wear and dies made of it can 

produce a large tonnage of even gauge wire. There are 
other properties which makes it valuable as a wiredrawing 
material; it has very small elastic extension with 
correspondingly high modulus of elasticity, great 

compressional strength and great resistance to 

deformation up to temperatures of 1000°c. The 

coefficient of thermal expansion is half that of steel 

and this must be taken into consideration when it is 
mounted in a steel cage during die manufacture. The 

tungsten nib is shrink fitted into a carbon steel case. 

The nib is held in compression, to gain support from the 
lower elastic modulus steel case. 
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Dies may be round or profiled to various 

a wedge, a square and rectangular. 

sections in a die as shown in Fig. 2.2 [3] 

shapes, such as 

There are four 

The Bell Radius: the section of the die used to guide 
the incoming rod which has an angle 
of about 450_ 

The Approach Angle: this is the most important section 
of the wiredrawing die. The entire 
reduction of area and the compacting 
of lubricant onto the incoming rod 
or wire occurs here. 

The Bearing 
(Parallel): 

The Back Relief: 

The efficiency of any die is 
determined by its design and 
accuracy. It is cut to an accurate 
conical angle with a smooth surface 
finish. For example, 16° 
included approach angle is the 
accepted standard for drawing low 
carbon steel wire. 

is where control of wire diameter, 
roundness and straightness takes 
place. The length of bearing is 
important [4] and is usually not 
greater than 3/4 D (D = diameter) in 
bright wire or not greater than 1/3 
D for galvanised wire. 

is the area designed to strengthen 
the exit of the die and to prevent 
breakage of the carbide nib. 
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2.3 Working Stresses 

It was established that a large number of factors affect 

the failure of the drawing dies and the study by Verduzco 

and Daly [5] was initiated to determine which of these 
factors most strongly influenced the failure rate in the 
drawing operation. They have used a three dimensional 

analysis of the stresses acting in a die during drawing, 

based on a photoelastic technique using a celluloid 

model. They have determined that a high stress 
concentration exists at the entrance of die. Abrupt 
changes in the stresses occur along the die contour where 

a sharp transition in geometry exists. In addition, 
axial stresses are found to develop at the surface of the 

die during the drawing in the region around the point 
where the wire first contacts the die. The presence of 
axial tensile stresses in the die also suggests a 
possible cause for the failure of the drawing die. See 

Figures 2.3 & 2.4. 

Carbide dies are normally shrunk into a steel cage thus 

introducing large compressive hoop (circumferential) 

stresses in the die nib which tends to counteract the 

action of the tensile hoop stresses produced during 
drawing. In the axial direction drawing dies are not 

prestressed and therefore support the full value of 

tensile stress developed during drawing. Other 

observations pertaining to the mode of fracture of 

carbide dies indicate the importance of tensile stresses 
acting in the axial direction. 
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Figure 2.5 indicates the approach used by Felder [2] in 

obtaining estimates of the stresses. 

where: 6 r = radial stress 

6B = circumferential stress 

6>',Z = axial stress 

'?: = friction 

The working stresses arise from stresses due to the 

encasing; stresses induced by the wire drawing and 
heating along the working surface. 

Wire oxides probably cause die abrasion and sudden jerks 

observed in the running wire probably induce wear by 
fatigue. The length of life of the tungsten carbide 
(T .C.) dies depends considerably upon surface roughness 

and cooling effectiveness. The life increases if the 

grain size is slightly increased and the cabal t content 
is higher. 

The strain due to dimensional change according to the 
analysis by Felder [2] is:-

E.= ln ( Ao ) 
Af 

(2.1) 

where: A0 and Af are the initial and final cross 
sectional areas of the wire respectively. 

The minimum work needed to reduce a cross sectional area 

of metal (Smith/Cooper [6]) is: 
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6= yen I 
1-r 

, (2.2) 

where: 

6 = drawing stress 

y = mean yield stress 

r = fractional reduction of area. 

The stress at the wire expressed as a frictional shear,Z 

is related to the die pressure P and co-efficient of 

friction, JA by[7]. 

(2.3) 

The average die pressure P can be found using the 

relation. 

(2.4) 

where: 6 is the average wire flow stress and A the 

deformation zone shape paramater i.e. ratio of the height 

of deformation zone to its length. [7] 

It is commonly known that the dies used in drawing 

practice usually fail by cleavage on a plane 

perpendicular to the direction of drawing 
excessive axial stresses. It is clear 

indicating 
that axial 

stresses in the nib cause failure which suggests that the 

mechanism for the fracture of the carbide nib is axial 
stresses exceeding the tensile strength of the die 
material. 



Fig.2,6'Load washer fixture. Side view showing load washer, 
hardened steel inserts and guide pins. Also seen are an RS 
drawing die (left) and the drawbox mounting fitting (right). 

Fig. 2. 7 Load washer fixture. Front view showing die and 
adaptor ring. The Amphenol connector for the transducer 
indicator plug-in is seen at the left. 

Fig.2,8 Draw force measuring system. Load washer fixture is 
hidden in draw box. The digital transducer indicator and 
decade resistance box are shown at the right. 
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Reid [ 8] describes how an analysis of the wire drawing 

process can be carried out by computer reduction of the 

data from a load cell measuring the force on the die. 

This force can then be used to compute the amount of 

energy used in the wire drawing process and the energy 

loss due to friction. This data together with 

measurements of die geometry (die angle, bearing 

diameter, bearing length, diameter ratio) and the 

co-efficient of friction allows some evaluation of the 

effects of lubricants. The actual draw force measuring 

system consisted of load washer and load washer fixture 

consisting of two hardened steel inserts mounted in two 

25 mm steel plates with digital force transducers. The 

plates slide together along two hardened steel guide 

pins. The fixture ensures uni form loading on the load 

washer; fits into the recess of the die wall of the draw 

box; and accommodates (by means of adaptor rings) die 

casings up to 75 mm in diameter. (See Figures 2.6, 2.7 

and 2.8). 
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2.4. Process Heating 

The wire drawing produces a marked heating during drawing 

producing temperature increases of a few hundred degrees 
Celsius. The heating is most pronounced at the wire 

surface. Excessive heating can bring undesirable 
metallurgical changes, compromise lubricant performance, 

aggravate die wear and can result in poor drawn wire 
surface quality. [l] [10] [11] Measurements and 

calculations of actual temperature distributions in the 
drawing die have been performed by several investigators. 

Two principal sources of wire heating during drawing are 

deformation work and friction work. 

work (Wd) can be approximated by: 

Wire deformation 

where 

Wd = (TS) ln ( :~) ' 

TS is Tensile strength 

Ao is initial cross section area 

Af is as drawn cross section area 

(2.5) 

One theoretical equation for the temperature rise during 
wire drawing is [l] 

T = 
p 

A hd 
X 1. 069 X 10-4 

(Imperial Units) 
(2.6) 

where T is the temperature rise in °F, A the area of 
the wire leaving the die in in. 2 , P the die pull in 
lbs, h the specific heat (steel= 0.115) and d the 
density of the metal drawn in lbs/in3 • Since about 
90% of the drawing energy is converted into heat, high 
cooling rates are necessary. 
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Another theoretical expression for the temperature rise 

is [13]. 

T G = fS 
ln 

where 6 is the flow stress 

is density, S is specific heat 

( 2. 7) 

(metric units) 

2 
of the wire in kg/mm , S 

and T is in °c. Heat 

extraction f ram the die has been shown to be inversely 

proportional to speed for conventional die cooling [l] 
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2.5. Lubrication 

In wire drawing, lubrication is an important factor 

allowing higher drawing speeds, lower drawing 

temperatures and reduced die wear to be attained. 

Lubrication is also needed because the surfaces of the 

dies and wire are never perfectly smooth. Figure 2 .10 

shows a schematic representation of the interface betwen 
the wire and the die. 

Lubrication in the wire drawing operation is especially 

needed to provide a suitable separating layer between the 
die and the wire being pulled. This separating layer is 
especially necessary to prevent scratching of the wire or 

the formation of a martensitic surface on the wire 

surface. [l] [6] [7] [11] 

In steel wire drawing 

lubricating methods:-

there are 

- dry drawing using powdered soap 

four 

- wet drawing employing soap solutions 

- grease drawing 

principal 

- prior deposition of lubricant upon the wire 
employing an aqueous mixture of compound. 

The most common lubrication procedure is to draw the wire 

through a dry powdery lubricant. 
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2.6 Wire Drawing Power 

One formula for calculating the force needed to draw wire 

through a die is [l]. 

P = U T S X C X A.f X f ( X ) (2.8) 

where P is wire drawing load, UTS is mean UTS ( ultimate 
tensile strength) using the values before and after 
die, is true strain, given by £ = en { i; ) 
where Ao and Af are initial and final cross sectional 
areas of wire; f ( x) some function of x which depends on 

the die geometry (wire moves in x-direction). 

An alternative formula for the force required to draw 
wire is, 

H.P. = 

where H. p. is 
d is 

s is 
N is 
R is 
E is 

d2 X S X Nl- 2 X R 
97.6 X 'Jt' X E 

the horsepower of the motor 
the diameter of the finishing 

the speed of finished wire in 

(2.9) 

wire in mm 
m/min. 

the number of drafts (reductions) required 

the average percentage reduction per pass 
the percentage mechanical efficiency of 

the machine. 

OR 

HP= Die Pull (kg) x metres per sec. 
75 metric units 
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The force required to pull a wire through a conical die 

is also given by [13] 

P ( I ) /7 Af co/-. 1 7 2 2(; A-1' ) 
Ar K .. I+ J-1 cofrt. J- Ao o{J+ yo( Ao-Ar 

(2.10) 

where p = drawing force 

Af = area of wire entering die 
A = area of wire leaving die 

0 

K = flow stress of material 

J,( = coefficient of friction 

o( = semi-angle of cone 
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2.7 Die Wear and Life 

A variety of factors controls both the wear of and 

expected life of a die. Die \Jear is dependent on the 

mechanical abrasion, 

chemical reaction [2] 

compression forces, thermal stress, 

[ 3 J [4 J and the amount of cooling. 
The composition of the die material is an important factor 

and increasing the amount of Cobalt in the alloy tends to 

decrease the life of the die. Wire preparation is, of 

course, an important factor as oxides on the wire surface 

can increase the abrasion of the die. Changes in the 

production, particularly jerkiness in the wire drawing 

have a detrimental effect on the die. 

Cumulative fatigue must be considered but it is difficult 
to define what is the equivalence to cyclic loading in a 

wire drawing process and the only data available is for 
cyclic three point loading of a sample plate of three 
tungsten carbides cemented 
frequency of 50 Hz which 

failure [2]. 

with cobalt using a cycling 
withstood 107 cycles before 

Ideally the wire should enter the die normal to its plane 

and on-centre, however, vibrations in the wire do occur 

which produce off-centre entry conditions, generating 

larger, undesirable forces which accelerate the wear and 

fatigue. This could be an important factor is explaining 

accelerated wear at the die entry point [7]. 
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Frictional and geometrical forces along the wire generate 

tensile loads in the nib parallel to the wire frequently 
resulting in failure on a plane perpendicular to the die 

centre line at the wear ring zone [7]. 

The wear of the die generally proceeds in stages, for if 
the diameter of drawn wire is plotted against the amount 

of wire drawn, then it will be observed that the increase 

in diameter (or rate of a die wear) is relatively rapid 

during the early life of a die, then becomes a slower 
uniform at lower rate and finally increases sharply in the 

later stages. The initial rapid wear is attributed to a 

wearing-down of peak heights to form a smooth surface and 

the final rapid wear is attributed to the "wear-ring" of 

the die. (See Figure 2.11) 

With use, the die will develop erosion in the reduction 

zone at the point where the incoming wire contacts the 

die. This eroded area is called a wear ring. The wear 

ring should not be permitted to wear too deeply before 

being polished out otherwise it will cause an increase in 
the friction in the drawing die. Figure 2.11 shows 

graphically how this will increase the required drawing 

force of the wire in the die. When the pull required 
exceeds the strength of the wire the wire will break. The 
wear ring acts as a notch and if it is allowed to become 
very deep, the die becomes more susceptible to damage 
permit ting the die to crack. The wear ring should be 

polished out with little or no effect on the size of the 

bearing. Cracks in the die bore wall due to inappropriate 
machining (resulting from local overheating in sintered 

carbide during erosion) reduces die life. Defects in the 

sintered carbide material, errors in geometry of the die 

core and flaws in the surf ace, accompanied by an 
unfavourable drawing sequence with severe stressing of the 

die all lead to increased wear and reduced die life. 
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A good brief survey which forms a basis for theoretical 

fatigued life estimates is by J. T. Broch (33]. 

The commonest form of mechanical failure due to vibration 

is fatigue failure caused by gradual propagation of cracks 

in the region of high stress under high alternating 
stresses. The fact that cracks propagate faster for 

higher alternating stresses is generally expressed by 

means of an experimentally determined S-N curve. Here S 
denotes the stress amplitude and N the number of cycles of 

stress (of fixed amplitude S) which causes failure. To 
obtain a reasonably accurate estimate of die life, it is 
necessary to combine theoretical predictions with 
practical test experiments. The first thing to do is to 

construct a S/N curve (stress level versus number of 

cycles to failure) (see Figure 2.12). 

The change in slope of the S/N curve is due to changes in 

the rate of crack growth, dx given by: 

dN 

dx = C e m ,xn 
dN r (2.11) 

where X = crack length 
N = number of stress reversals 
C = constant depending on material 

er = relative strain 
m = 2; n = 1 

The Palmgren-Miner rule ( 33) is used to extend regular 
cyclic fatigue data to cover random vibration. A factor 

Di as defined in equation (2.12) is used and the failure 
occurs when D defined by equation (2.13) becomes unity. 
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D = 
~ 
Ni.' (2.12) 

where ni = No. of stress reversals at stress level i 
NL = Total number of stress reversals for failure 

for stress level i 

D 
, ni, 

- \ - ' -i. 1H (2.13) 

l 

The statistics of the exciting force can now be used to 

obtain expressions for the number of stress reversals over 
a small range (equation [ 2. 11]) and then this information 

can be used to obtain an estimate of the fatigue life, T 

(equation [2.13]) 

n (x) = fo Tp (x) dx (2.14) 

where p(x) = peak probability density function 

dx = small amplitude interval 
n = number of stress reversals for 
LX) 

range X to X + dx 

fo = force amplitude factor 

Partial damage 

Ox n(x) f0 T p(x)dx = = ' 
(2.15) 

N(x) N(x) 

T l = ' fo p(x) dx (2.16) 

N(x) 
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L.W. Root [34] gives results of a study to verify a 

technique for predicting the random fatigue curve from the 

results of sinusoidal fatigue measurements by making use 
of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis of fatigue damage 
accumulation. J. H. Tait [35] presented a method of 
analysis relating the total available kinetic energy of 
both sinusoidal and random vibration programs. 

R. G. Lambert [36] describes a cumulative fatigue damage 

analysis which uses linear elastic fracture theory as its 

basis. The applied stress can be sinusoidal or random. 

Fatigue life can be is expressed in several ways such as 

median cycles to failure; probability of failure of N 

applied stress cycles, and cycles to first failure. 

Failure occurs when 

~~ 

L Dj Xj, = 1 (2.17) 

j = 1 

Also 

Nmn = Nfn X Dn (2.18) 

where Nmn = Fatigue life as median cycles 

to failure at the nth stress level. 
Dj = Damage function of jth stress level. 
Xj = Correction factor 

n = Total number of stress levels 

Expressions were also developed to evaluate the fatigue 

curves 

A s 
s = 2 A Nsl/(b (2.19) = , 

- -•/f?J 
6 = c Nr ) (2.20) 
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-where A and c are material fatigue curve constants~ is 

slope diameter and AS is cyclic sine stress range. 

A damage function, which is the derived probability 
density function of o, is given by: 

(2.21) 

11here: A = average value of A 

D = cycle ratio damage function -D = median values of above cycle ratio 

Ll = standard deviation of A 

~ = fatigue curve slope paramater. 

Fatigue microcrack nucleation (i.e. initiation) occurs at 

only one percent of the total fatigue life. Microcracks 

undergo two stages of crack growth, then combine into 

macrocrack which eventually propagates in the material to 

cause fracture. The crack will grow in a stable fashion 

until tl1e crack length "a" reaches a er i tical value "ac" 
which expresses when the magnitude of the stress 
fluctations at the crack tip reaches the material critical 

value A l<c ( fracture toughness), at which time the crack 
growth becomes unstable and the part fails 
catastrophically. 
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Figure 2.13 shows how the propagation of the crack length 

depends on the number of stress cycles. 

Lambert's [37] formula for calculating critical crack 

length is: 2 
( A Kc ) 

Oc = YA 5 
metre, (2.22) 

where: 

(2.23) 

hence: 

MPa Metre (2.24) 

In the stable crack propagation region the rate of crack 

growth is: 

da. / ') 8 
dN.:: Co cAK metre/cycle, 

where: N = the number of applied cycles 

Co= material constant 

e = material constant 

Ake= 
Qc = 

y = 

~S= 

material's fracture toughness 
critical crack half length 
geometrical paramater 

sinusoidal stress range - twice stress 

amplitude 

(2.25) 
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3. VIBRATION INSTRUMENTATION 

3.1 Introduction 

The vibration associated with the wire drawing process 

has been monitored by recording a two minute sample of 
the acceleration every hour at the die box. Figure 3.1 

shows the basic arrangement. 

It is not practicable to mount a transducer directly on 
the die. However, since a good mechanical path exists 

from the die to the outer casing of the die box, most of 

the essential information about the vibration of the die 

may be obtained f ram a monitor at this point, al though 

the analysis of the data becomes more difficult. 

Mechanical vibrations can be simply defined as movements 

of a mass about a reference point. 

be described in terms of: 

The movement could 

Displacement: The distance moved by the mass f ram its 
natural position. Units in metres (m). 

Velocity: The speed at which the mass moves. Units 
in metres/second (ms-1). 

Acceleration: The rate of change of velocity of the 
masses. Units in metres/ second/ second 
(ms- 2 ) or gravitational constant "g"*. 

* An acceleration of lg = 9.81 ms- 2 
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For oscillating motion at a single frequency. 

Velocity = Acceleration 
2 1t f 

Displacement = Acceleration 
(2 'n" f) 2 

Where f = frequency 

The choice of the parameter for a particular measurement 
depends on the nature of the vibration and the purpose of 

the measurement. 

Displacement is usually preferred for measuring low 
frequency vibrations. ( Machine unbalance and vibration 
of structural support). 

Velocity provides a useful indication of vibration 

severity and is therefore preferred in machine 
conditioning monitoring and preventive maintenance 

programmes since the energy associated with a moving body 

is proportional to (velocity) 2 • 

Acceleration is preferred for measuring shock and high 

frequency vibration where the very first signs of machine 
wear and fatigue generally appear, since force is 

proportional to acceleration, thus this is the parameter 
which was selected for investigation in this project. 
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3.2 Vibration Transducer 

The transducer used was an accelerometer which is an 

electromechanical 

output proportional 

subjected. 

transducer producing 

to the acceleration 

an electrical 

to which it is 

The active element of an accelerometer consists of one or 

more piezoelectric discs, loaded by a seismic mass. 

When it is subjected to vibration the seismic mass exerts 
a variable force on the piezoelectric element which, due 

to the piezoelectric effect, produces a corresponding 

electric charge; the charge produced by the piezoelectric 

element is proportional to the acceleration to which the 
transducer is subjected. This charge produces a voltage 

due to the capacitance (electrical) of the transducer and 

associated cabling which can then be amplified for 

subsequent analysis. Special charge sensitive amplifiers 

are available for use with piezoelectric devices. 

The transducer used was a ( Bruel and Kj aer) Type 4366. 

It employs a Del ta Shear design which makes it suitable 

for most vibration work. Delta shear gives a high 

sensitivity to mass ratio with a high resonance frequency 

and isolation from base strain and temperature 
transients. It employs three piezoelectric elements each 

with their own mass, which gives reduced sensi ti vi ty to 
extraneous environmental forces since they are arranged 

in the shear mode around a triangular centre post [38] 

The characteristics of the accelerometer used are given 

in figures 3.2 and 3.3. These are for an unmounted unit 

and the use of a magnetic base alters the frequency 
response and decreases substantially the magnitude of the 
peak in Figure 3.2. 
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Measurements are normally confined to the linear portion 

of the response curve whose high frequency limit is 

determined by the accelerometers natural resonant 

frequency (see Figure 3.6). 

An accelerometer will respond to vibration in directions 

other than its main axis (see Figure 3.4 and 3.5). The 

sensitivity decreases at the angle between main axis and 

the direction of vibration increases. The direction of 
minimum transverse sensitivity was indicated by a red 

spot i.e. in this direction the transverse sensitivity is 

virtually zero. 

As a general rule, the accelerometer mass should be no 

greater than 1/10 of the effective (dynamic) mass of the 

part of the structure to which the accelerometer is 

mounted and this requirement was met in the experiments 

carried out. 

The method of attaching the accelerometer to the 

measuring point is one of the most critic al factors in 

obtaining accurate results from practical vibration 

measurements. The following methods may be used. 

- threaded stud 

- thin layer of bees wax for sticking accelerometer. 

mica washer and isolated stud 

accelerometer is electrically isolated. 

- cementing studs 

where the 
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- double sided adhesive tape. 

- permanent magnet 

- hand held probe 

A permanent magnet base was used in the experiments 
carried out for this project. 
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3.3 Amplifiers 

A Bruel & Kjaer Type 2215 precision sound level meter 

(SLM) with an adaptor was used to amplify the vibration 

signals to a sufficient level for recording ( see Figure 

3. 7) • 

The calibration procedure employed using the built-in 

generator was as follows:-

- Connect the B.&.K. 4366 accelerometer to SLM 

- Check adjustments and batteries as detailed in 

the B.&.K. Instruction Manual [39]. 

- Rotate the weighing selector until "Lin" appears 
in window of the SLM 

- Switch on Power/Meter switch to "Fast" 

- Rotate range selector to "Cal" 

Use small screwdriver supplied, carefully turn 

the sensitivity 

until the meter 

Adaptor JJ 2615. 

adjustment potentiometer 

needle indicates OdB with 

screw 

input 

The sound level meter is now calibrated so that a reading 

of 94 dB corresponds to 9. 81 ml s 2 ( l g) when using an 
accelerometer with sensitivity of 50 mv/g and coupled via 
one of the input adaptors. 
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ACCELEROMETER DURING TESTING 
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Figure 3.8 shows photographs of the actual disposition of 
the accelerometer and preamplifier. 
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3.4. Tape Recording 

If the vibration signals are recorded this means that a 
permanent record is available which can be replayed later 
for analysis. Two recording principles are in common use: 

Direct Recording (DR) 

Frequency Modulation (FM) 

F.M. recordings are employed to obtain good linearity and 

good low frequency response (down to D.C.) which is 

required for many vibration measurements, however, good 
high frequency response and good signal/noise ratio is 

often easier to obtain using direct recording. 

The details of the tape recorder used are: 

Type: Nagra Kudelski IV SJ Serial No. 7094 
Direct Recording (DR) 

Magnetic tape: 6. 25 mm wide x 275 m long tape transport 

with speed and frequency response as follows: 

38.l 
19.05 

9.5 
3.8 

cm/s 
cm/s 
cm/s 
cm/s 

25 Hz to 35 kHz 
25 Hz to 20 kHz 
25 Hz to 10 kHz 
25 Hz to 3.5 kHz 

A tape speed of 19. 05 cm/ s was chosen as no frequencies 
in the monitored signal were greater than 20 kHz. 

Initially the length of recording was 2 minute every hour 
but this was later reduced to l minute to allow more test 
runs to be recorded on each tape. 
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4. SIGNAL ANALYSIS 

4.1. Introduction 

Mechanical signature analysis is a process of acquiring 

parameters based on vibration monitoring of operating 

machinery systems or their components, so as to determine 

their condition. It can be also used to diagnose the 

cause of a fault. Mechanical signature analysis is a 

comparative process. Vibration signatures can be 

compared to base line signatures on the same machine or 
to signatures from identical systems or machinery known 

to be in good condition. These signatures can then be 

used to establish standards for serviceability. One 
objective of signature analysis is to predict when the 

condition of a system has deteriorated to the point that 

some type of failure is imminent. 

Figure 4.1 shows a simple vibration signature plotted 

against time in three regions of the total operating 

life of a plant. The sudden increase in the rate of 

change of vibration level at the point B, marks the 

beginning of the regirin of increased wear. The machinery 

baseline signatures for this simple analysis are from A 

to B. Baseline signatures imply fault - free operation 
[25] [24] [40]. 

The parameters derived from the vibration measurements 

may be simple ones such as the mean or variance of the 
amplitude or a more complicated ones such as the power 

spectral density. 
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4.2 Simple Parameters (Mean, Variance, Standard 

Deviation.) 

The three simple statistical parameters often used to 

characterise a group of variables are: 

mean 

variance 
standard deviation 

The mean gives a measure of the most expected value of 

the variable and is defined as: 

T 

X= - 1-f X (t) dt (4.1) 
To 

The mean square is given by: 

X2;; + f x2(t) dt 
0 

(4.2) 

Which is simply the average of the squared values of the 

time history. 

Variance is mean square value about the mean 

2 I r;T 2 
6 = - J (X-x) dt 

T o 
(4.3) 

Standard deviation gives another measure of the 

spread of the values about the mean. 
c?, = [Variance]Y.z (4.4) 

Each of the equations (4.1) to (4.4) can be written in a 

discrete formulation for calculations using discrete 

data as obtained in a digital acquisition system. 

Thus, if the samples are xl, x2 .....•.. Xn, equation 

(4.1) become. 

- I /II 
X=--l_Xi N. 

t.=I 
(4.5) 
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The time sample should be as long as possible to ensure 

good statistics. The analysing equipment often has an 

upper limit on the length of sample that ~an be handled, 

in which case many samples have to be taken and the 

results averaged ( ensemble averaging) which is the same 

as time averaging if the signal is stationary (i.e. if 

its s ta tis tical parameters are constant with respect to 

time). 

The vibration level which is normally the root mean 

square (RMS) for the acceleration level and called a 

discriminant, can be an indicator of the condition of a 

machine. Comparison of the measured level with values 

on a standard vibration severity chart allows assessment 

of the machine [14] [41]. (See Figures 4.2 & 4.3). 
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4.3 Time Domain Analysis 

A raw vibration signal can be simply viewed as a function 

of time using an oscilloscope or, sampled and digitised 

discrete values of the signal can be stored using a 
computerised data-logging system. These records are not 

very useful in developing a signature, as the signal is 

not deterministic but random in nature, so that a 
statistical technique must be used. Such as the 
calculation of the auto correlogram, Rxx (~), defined for 

a signal x (t) as: 

Rxx ('l', ):. /Im 
7 ..... 00 

T 
_!_ f X(t) x{t-1,) dt 
27 -T 

(4.6) 

The auto correlogram expresses how a signal relates to 

itself for different values of the time lag, z . The 
auto correlation can determine whether deterministic 
components are present in a given signal since they will 

maintain a relationship for larger values of z while 
random (noise) signals w il 1 not. The auto correlogram 

is little used in vibration analysis now but it can be 

used as the initial point for the calculation of the 

power spectral density. 
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4.4. Frequency Domain Analysis 

The frequency domain is more popular than the time domain 

for processing the data because specific operating events 
can be correlated with specific frequency bands [17, 20, 

21, 22, 27]. 

Normally the power spectral density (PDS) is used where 

the energy between two freqencies is defined as the area 
under the curve between those frequencies. However, 

some instruments determine the amplitude spectral density 

which is related to the PSD by the fact that power is 
proportional to (amplitude) 2 • It is often easier to 

see small differences between signals in the frequency 
domain using the amplitude spectral density. 

The simplest type of frequency domain analysis is to pass 
the signals through a bank of fixed filters, such as 

octave band filters. This gives only very coarse 

frequency resolution and suffers from the disadvantage 
that the filters are of constant percentage bandwidth so 

that the absolute frequency resolution becomes worse as 

the centre frequency of the filter is increased. 

Constant narrow bandwidth filtering is preferred for 

signature analysis. 

High resolution frequency analysis was originally carried 

out using a tape loop and then varying the filter centre 

frequency, however, it was found difficult to construct a 

variable filter having a constant narrow bandwidth, so a 
heterodyne principle was then introduced where an 

optimised fixed filter was constructed and the incoming 

signal mixed with a local oscillator to produce a 
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sum/difference frequency which is then within the range 

of the fixed filter. To minimize the analysis time the 

signal is compressed in time and this is carried out 

digitally in modern analysers using the heterodyne 

approach. A schematic of such a unit is given in figure 

4.4 [43]. The output of such a unit is the amplitude 

spectral density. 

Certain precautions have to be observed when digitising 

the signal for the analyser. A most important one is 

that the sampling frequency be at least twice the highest 

frequency component present in the signal, or aliasing 

may take place where higher frequencies are folded back 

to occur apparently in the range being analysed. 

The length of signal that an analyser can handle is 

limited and to meet requirements of good statistics many 

samples of the signal are taken and the results of the 

analyses averaged ( ensemble averaging). Provided a 

signal is stationary (statistical properties do not 

change with time) then ensemble and time averaging will 

both give the same results. 

The quantity computed is the power spectral density 

(loosely referred to as a spectrum) and the energy in a 

band specified by two cut-off frequencies is found by 

computing the area under the curve. The calculation of 

the power spectral density allows discrete frequencies in 

the signal to be identified. Using the power spectral 

density as raw input for subsequent analyses, it is 

possible to compute a group of other parameters to 

identify the spectrum of a signal, such as its average 
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value; the variation about this average value expressed 
as the standard deviation; the frequency which divides 

the curve into two equal areas ( median frequency); and 

the position and magnitude of the most dominant peak. 

The real time analyser used in this project was a 
Spectral Dynamics Model 5D3018 which gave a frequency 
resolution of 60 Hz when the upper frequency setting was 

20 kHz. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is 
given in figure 4.5. 
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4.5 - Some Other Analysis Tools 

Cepstrum analysis is a data processing method that can be 
used to separate the periodic effects from random ones in 

a vibration spectrum. The mathematical definition of the 
cepstrum is the power spectrum of the logarithm of the 
power spectrum [18] [44]. An important feature of the 
cepstrum is in studying a periodic structure in the PSD 

due to a series of harmonics. The cepstrum can detect 

and give a 

periodicities 

measure 

in the 

for phenomena 

spectrum such as 

which produce 

harmonics and 
sidebands. The ceps trum is useful in analysing complex 

signals containing a mixture of both several groups of 

different harmonics and/or sidebands [18]. 

Further information on a signal can be obtained using 
statistics of the amplitude. Simple parameters such as 

mean and standard deviation can be computed, as well as 

more sophisticated functions such as the probability 

density function and the peak probability function. 

These techniques require that many samples of data be 

acquired. 

The kurtosis method uses the fourth moment of the signal 

about the mean as defined by the following: 

T 

i--:j=-fx(t)dt 
0 

1st moment mean [4.7] 

2nd moment variance 
2 I T 2 

6=-f {X-x) dt 
7 0 

[4.8] 

4th moment 
4 I T 4 

~ =-=,=- j (X-x) dt [4.9] 
0 
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The nature of the probability density function gives 

information about the source of a vibration signal. 

Two important aspects of a probability density function 

are the "peakiness" and the "skew" which are depicted in 

Figure 4. 6. The "peakiness" of the probability density 

function is an important factor in machine integrity 

assessment since it depends on the amount of wear in 

moving machinery. A quantitive assessment of this 

"peakiness" can be expressed by the kurtosis, which is 

the fourth moment about the mean value normalised by 
dividing by the second moment about the mean squared, 

namely 1(4 )<J) 2 as defined in equations [4.8] and 

[4.9]. A gaussian curve has a kurtosis value of 3. As 

the mechanical condition deteriorates and causes 
increased material contact, the density curve will 

flatten resulting in a larger value for the kurtosis. 



Vibrations measurements were taken in situ on three 
single hole machines Nos. 26, 27 & 30. 

- No. 26 Single hole machine has a stationary die. 
The block is driven by 100 h.p. motor via 
a two speed gearbox. 

- No. 27 Single hole machine has a rotating die; 
the block is driven by a 100 h. p. motor 
via a two speed gearbox. 

- No. 30 Single hole machine also has a rotating 
150 h.p. die. The block is driven by 

motor via a two speed gearbox. 

Wire Products - H.D. Low Carbon AS 1303 

- No. 26 Machine was drawing two sizes of wire dia. 
at different time. 
10 mm to 7.90 mm as finished size (39% 
reduction). 
8 mm to 6.23 mm as finished size (38% 
reduction). 

- No. 27 Machine was drawing only one size of wire 
diameter. 
9 mm to 7.02 mm as finished size (39% 
reduction). 

- No. 30 Machine was drawing only one size of wire 
diameter. 
10 mm to 7. 90 mm as finished size ( 39% 
reduction). 

TABLE 5.1 ACCELEROMETER SITUATIONS AND 
WIRE SPECIFICATIONS 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

5.1. Overall Vibration Levels 

To gain some idea of the overall vibration, the signals 

from the accelerometer were examined using an octave 

analyser attached to a sound level meter. The positions 

for the accelerometer and the nature of the wire being 
drawn are given in Table 5.1. 

The following results were obtained from a series of 
preliminary tests prior to the main monitoring tests. 
The vibration signals were sensed at the front and the 

side location of the die holder, for both fixed and 

rotating dies. Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the 

experimental results which are graphed in Figures 5 .1, 
5.2 and 5.3 for different machines. There is slightly 
less vibration for the rotating dies, most probably due 

to the poorer mechanial coupling from the die to the 

casting. 

After the preliminary tests proper monitoring commenced 

with new die No. 6149 with nominal diameter 6.23 hole and 

die 9104 with diameter 7 mm hole as a back up unit. Die 

No. 6149 was in use over 20 hours when a crack was 
detected and the die was withdrawn from further use. 



Test Wire vii re Breaking 
Run Dia. Speed Stress Time Date 

mm M/Min. MPa 

l 6.230 264 9.35 22.7.82 

2 264 9.45 II 

3 324 10.40 II 

4 324 11.30 II 

5 6.238 324 615 9.00 30.8.82 

6 6.246 324 654 9.30 II 

7 6.253 324 654 10.30 II 

8 6.254 221 666 11.30 II 

9 6.252 264 12.30 II 

10 6.240 274 673 13.30 II 

11 6.246 287 668 14.20 II 

12 6.268 223 650 15.00 II 

13 6.268 370 650 15.00 II 

· 14 6.267 341 644 15.40 II 

15 6.267 357 16.40 II 

16 6.268 357 647 17.35 II 

17 6.259 218 654 18.10 II 

18 6.268 309 19.50 II 

19 6.270 262 616 9.10 31. 8. 82 

20 6.264 280 636 10.40 II 

21 6.265 252 636 11.40 II 

22 2.269 299 12.30 II 

23 6.272 365 653 14.35 II 

24 6.262 373 647 15.20 II 

25 6.262 373 650 16.00 II 

26 6.279 375 637 16.30 II 

Visual inspection showed a fracture in the die after 26th 
run. 

TABLE 5.5 RELEVANT PHYSICAL DATA 
FOR DIE 6149 DURING VIBRATION MONITORING 



Test 
Run 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Wire Wire Breaking 
Dia. Speed Stress Time 
mm M/Min. MPa 

7.020 296 746 12.45 

7.015 296 543 13.45 

7.030 300 680 8.00 

7.037 312 643 9.00 

7.000 331 738 9.50 

7.035 331 618 10.45 

326 11.50 

7.934 327 695 12.30 

7.039 324 720 13.30 

7.036 263 608 8.00 

7.032 266 639 9.00 

7.035 304 624 10.40 

7.034 309 642 11.35 

7.037 309 663 12. L~5 

7.037 309 552 13.50 

7.040 309 611 14.20 

7.025 210 615 8.00 

7.030 240 607 8.40 

7.020 268 746 9.30 

TABLE 5.6 RELEVANT PHYSICAL DATA FOR 
DIE 9104 DURING VIBRATION MONITORING 

Date 

22.7.82 
II 

23.7.82 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

10.9.82 
II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

13.9.82 
II 

II 
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5.2 Raw Amplitude Spectral Density 

The vibration at the die was sampled and recorded on 

magnetic tape at specific times and subsequently the 

amplitude spectral densities were determined. Table 5.5 

gives the relevant physical data for die 6149; namely 

test run, wire diameter, 

time of sample, date and 

relevant physical data 

breaking stress of wire in MPa, 

wire speed. Table 5.6 gives the 

for die 9104. The amplitude 
spectral densities are included as Appendix I. An 

examination of these graphs shows that it is difficult to 

conclude much from a simple examination so various 

parameters computed from the spectral densities were used 

to see if any simple relations between single parameters 
was possible. Since the aim of the investigation was to 

compare the analyses of the vibration signals at 

different times, no absolute calibration of the spectrum 
analyser was carried out, however, the effect of all the 
gains in the system were allowed for and any graphs were 
plotted using the same scaling factor. 
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5.3 Parameters Using Spectral Data 

Using the raw amplitude spectral densities several single 
parameters can be computed. The ones chosen were: 

total relative power (computed by squaring 
ordinates of amplitude spectral density) 

median frequency for amplitude spectral density 

(median divides the graph into two halves of 

equal area). 

median frequency for power spectral density 

(power obtained by squaring amplitude value). 

standard deviation for amplitude spectral 

density (a measure of how spread out the 

graph is). 

standard deviation of power spectral density. 

These parameters were computed from the raw spectral data 

using the computer programs in Appendix II. The computer 
program is written in FORTRAN language. 

The computed parameters are listed in Table 5. 7 for die 
6149 and in Table 5. 8 for die 9104. The results for 

power and median frequencies together with wire speed, 
breaking stress and wire diameter are plotted in Figure 

5.4 for die 9104 and in Figure 5.5 for die 6149, 

Figure 5.6 is a plot of the standard deviations of power 
amplitude for die 6149 and Figure 5.7 for die 9104. 
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An examination of the graphed data shows some general 
relationships, however, since the observed vibration 

signals depend to some degree on such parameters as wire 

speed, wire diameter, tensile strength, die wear ( which 

one wants to know), lubrication, surface finish of both 

die and wire, cooling and logistics of the process 

(stop-start operation), no specific deductions can be 
arrived at. The general trends observed are as follows: 

(i) wire speed is a dominating factor. As the speed is 
increased so the load on the die increases which 
increases the contact area accelerating the wear. An 

increasing load also reduces the lubrication thickness 
which means more asperity contact and a further increase 

in wear rate. Figure 5. 4 shows that associated with a 

drop in wire speed at sample run 12 is also a drop in 

median frequencies as expected, however, the spectrum 

becomes more spread out as shown in Figure 5. 6 while 

there is a slight drop in the total power. 

(ii) a new die gives a higher vibration level at lower 

frequencies but with a large spread in the spectrum which 

can be seen by comparing sample runs land 2 in figures 

5.5 and 5.6. 

Sample l was taken just after a new die was inserted and 
Sample 2 was taken at a later time in the history of this 

die. , 

(iii) a shock load start occurred when sample 18 was 
taken for Figure 5.4 and associated with this was a low 
value for the power of the vibration signal and some 
decrease in the standard deviations for the spectra. 
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(iv) An examination of Figure 5. 5 for sample 15 where 

the wire speed was constant and the breaking strength of 

the wire decreased, showed an increase in the median 
frequency. 

(v) In some instances a decrease in median frequency was 

associated with an increase in standard deviation ( see 

Figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6). 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 

There are many factors that affect the vibration detected 

due to a wire being drawn through a die assembly and thus 

it was not possible to provide a parameter which would 

give some strong indication of the mechanical integrity 

of the die. The examination of raw frequency spectra 

was tedious and proved difficult to use in determining 
trends. Various parameters were computed from the 
spectra including the total power, median frequency and 

standard deviation. The median frequency gave an 

indication of the dominant frequency band and the 
standard deviation the extent of the spread of the 

spectrum. 

The wire speed was an important parameter and generally a 

decrease in wire speed resulted in decrease in median 
frequency and an increase in the standard deviation. A 

decrease in the breaking strength showed in some cases an 

increase in median frequency but no simple trend was 

apparent. 

To definitely determine whether die condition can be 

deduced from the analysis of vibration signals, the 

following approaches are recommended. 

(i) Continuously monitor vibration signals and other 

plant· variables such as wire speed and wire diameter; 

(ii) Examine die wear as frequently as possible; 

(iii) Use several accelerometers to determine the optimal 
placing of the sensors; 

(iv) Attempt to maintain a constant wire speed to make 

the initial evaluation of the technique easier. 
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APPENDIX I 

AMPLITUDE SPECTRAL DENSITY PLOTS 

IDENTICAL SCALING FOR ALL GRAPHS 

(NO CORRECTIONS APPLIED FOR ACCELEROMETER RESPONSE) 
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APPENDIX II 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS TO 
ANALYSE STORED AMPLITUDE 

SPECTRAL DENSITY DATA 



PLOT PROGRAM 

FORTRA~ IVG LEVEL 21 MAIN DATE= 83332 

CCOl 
CC02 
C003 
0004 
0005 
CCOb 
C007 
OOOd 
CCO!i 
0010 
OCll 

001.2 
OC13 

oc14 
0015 
CClo 
OC17 
C018 
CC15' 
CCGO 
OC21 
OC22 
002:! 
OC24 
CC25 
OC2b 
CC27 
002d 
OC29 
0 C30 -~ 
0031 
OC32 
C033 
OCJ4 
0035 
CCJc, 
0037 
CC3o 
0039 
CC4C 
C04l 
0042 
00.t,J 
0044 
0045 
C C4c, 

DIMENSION A(20000),AMP(500),PEA~(500),TELL(50,3) 
READ( 9 )t.l 
NJ=N/500 
loiRI TE( 3, 1 )t.J 

1 FURMAT( 1 1 1 1 1 NUMBER Of SETS 1 ,1.t,) 
READ(9HA(l),I=l,N) 
DO 30 1=1,NJ 
READ(lO)TELL(l,l),TELL(l,2),TELL(l,3) 

30 CONTINUE 
iiRITE( 3,:->3) 

33 FORMAT('l',blX,'MEDIAN FkEQUENCIES•,6X, 
1 1 DEVIATIONS') 

WRITE( 3 ,31) 
34 fOkHAT(' •,•t.UMBEH 1 ,bX,•DA1E•,ax,•TIME•,sx. 

l'SPEED' ,7X,'POwER 1 ,7X,'AMPLITUDE',3X,'POwEH 1 , 

14X,'AMPLITUDE 1 1 3X,'POWER 1 ) 

DO 10 l=l,NJ 
P=O• 
V:O. 
<.rP=O. 
DO 11 J=l,500 
Z=A( 5CO•( 1-1 )+J) 
V=V+Z 
P=P+z,.z 
c,;?=i.!P+Z••4 
AMP( J )=V 
PEAK( J )=P 

11 CONTI~UE 
HP=O• 
HV=O. 
TV=V/2. 
TP=P/2. 
QP=ijP/500.-(P/SCO. )••2 
QV=P/500.-(V/500.)••2 
QP=S<.RT( QP) 
QV=SQHT( QV) 
DO 12 J=l,500 
IF(PEAK(J).GT.TP)GO TO 20 
LP=J 

20 If(AMP(J).GT.TV)GO TO 12 
LV=J 

12 CONTINUE 
LP=40•LP 
LV=4C•LV 
WnITE(3,2)I,TELL(I,1),TELL(l,2),TELL(l,3),P,LV,LP,QV,QP 

2 FORMAT(' •,I4,f12.1,112,112,5X,F7.2,2(bX 1 Ib),2(4X,F8.5)) 
10 CONTINUE 

STOP 
END 



//R.,h11LA 
II 

JCE 1•••••••••1il30CuLO'•M2leR.w.HARRISo 
CLASS= 1, T 11'1:=l 

l•RCLTc FKlNT 
l•J cePAl{P, L-= l 

V lbi 

// tXEI. FOklGlLG 
//~Ci<T.Sr~lllo CD • 

1 

.:JC 

33 

34 

OlMfNSlUN ~,2occo1,AP,P(5COJ.PEAKl50u).TELL,50.31 
i<EAul<;H, 
I\J=lli/!10C 
"ViTEl::l,ll"J 
EORKAJl'l',' NUMBER CF SEJS ',141 

R~ACISIIAlil,I=l,~) 
QC. 3C l=l,NJ 
HA u I l O J Ti: LU I , 11 , T H L( I , 2 I , H LL I I , 3 I 
LOt, T ,,..,Uc 
ilid TE 1.3 ,.J.> I 

fGRMATl 1 l 1 o6li.•MEU!~N tRfU~EI\LIES',bX• 
1 ' CL v I ii Tl(; "S • I 

.. RITEl:>,]'tl 
~~RM~l(' '·'"vl"DtR•.cx.•~AlE'·SX.•rI~E·.ex, 

l'SPEtu 1 ,7X,'PGkEi< 1 ,7X,'AMPLlTLDE',3X,'PGilER', 
l~X, 1 AMPLiTLCt',3i, 1 FOwtR') 

DC 10 I=l.r..J 
F=C. 
V=O. 
1.1P=O. 
OU J.l J= 1, 500 
i.=A I 5C.O• ( 1-11 +JI 
11=\/+Z 
P-=i' +i.*l 
1o1f=.JP+Z*'*4 
Al"P I JJ=\/ 
Pl:AKIJJ=P 

11 c.cr,T 11'.UE 
hP-=C. 
t-,\/=C. 
T'V='V/2. 
TP=P/2. 
~P=.P/SCO.-(P/SC0.>**2 
~V=P/SCC.-(V/SJC..J••2 
i.F=~i;;i-Hi..PJ 
1,i'V=S .. RJl.,vl 
r.c 12 J= 1, sec 
IFIPEiK(JJ.GJ.JP)GO re 20 
LP=J 

2C IrlAMPIJJ.GJ.TvJGG TC 12 
LY-=J 

12 1.L;llol I:loUE 
LF=4C•LP 
L\/='tO•Lv 
•Rili:&;.2JloiELL(I,lloTELLfJ.2).TELLllolleP,LVeLPeUV,,JP 

2 fukMAll' ',1~,~12.1,112,112,SX,f7.2,2(bX,1ol,21~X,f~.SJJ 
10 CC:NT l•'IUI: 

SJCI> 
ENO ,. 

//GC.FTC~FLvl lO DSN=HnH.SlTC27.SPEC~,015P=SHR 
//uO .F TlOf CC l i.u lJSllo=k "H .HL Vo Al,111 l, Lil ~P=.SHR 
12J4jo7d~Ol23~~o7a90 

LCGOO.:JlO 
LQG00020 
LuGOC.030 
LOG00040 
LCGOOOSO 
LIJGOOOoO 
LCGCC070 
LCGOOu80 
LOGCOO,O 
LOGOOlCO 
LCGOC110 
LCGCOlll 
LOGCCJ.13 
LOGC0114 
LOGOOlib 
LOGOOU 7 
LCGOOllS 
LCGCOU, 
LOGC.Ul20 
LOGC0121 
LCG00122 
LOGC0123 
LCGOOUO 
LGGOC140 
LCG0014~ 
LCG00150 
LCGOOloO 
LCGJDl70 
LUG,.ClbO 
LCiGOClc31 
LCGC0182 
LOG0Cld3 
LOG00190 
LCGCC2CO 
LCG00210 
LuGC0220 
LOG00230 
LOGC0.232 
LC1G00233 
LOGCO.!J5 
LOG00236 
LGG00240 
LOG002c0 
LOG00290 
LOGOO.JOO 
LOGO CHO 
LGGCOJ20 
LOGOC325 
LOGOOJ2b 
LOG00330 
LCGCCJ40 
LCG00.370 
LOGOOJaJ 
LOG003'JO 
LCGCC400 
LOG00410 
LOGOC420 
LOGOC430 



SPECTRUM PARAMETER CALCULATIONS 

/ /RWHHLl JOB ( • • •••• u•/71300000 1 , T2 ), R. W. HAf<RlS, 
// CLASS=2,TIME=2 
/•ROUTE PUNCH VIE• 
/•ROUTE PRINT VIEW 
/•JOdPARM L.:J 
// EXEC fOklGCLG 
//fORT.SYSlN Dt • 
C PLOT Of THANS~ERHED CATA 
C AUTOMATIC X PND Y SCALlhG 
C PLOT ~12E FACTORS (XF,Yf) READ IN (2f4.0) 

IMPLICIT HEAL•~(A-H,O-,) 
DlNENSiuN A(i0000),b(20000) 
HEAD(l,200)Xf,YF,IS 

200 FOHMAT(2f4.2 1 12) 
NH=-45'9 
READ( 9, END= 10 )N 
REAll( !i )( B( I ),I=l 1 N) 
DO 240 I=l,N 
lf(ll(I).LT.200u) GO TO 240 
!l( I )=40Sc-il( 1) 

24C CONTINUE 
50 &O 222 l=l,N 

A( I )=B( I ) 
222 CONTINUE 

NR=Ni1+50C 
N1.i=NR+49S, 
lf( N-.. .Gt.N) 1,0 TO 10 

98 fAX=NQ-NH+l 
FAX=500 • .,,<f /( 1. •FAX) 

6CC CUNT H1UE 
fAc,; .. 1.2 
GU TO !jCQ 
FAC:O. 
DO 800 I=Nh,NQ 
ZX=Alll:l( A( I)) 
If(:t.X.LT.FAC)GU TO 800 

-fAC=:t.X 
ace CONTINUE 

Of=FAC 
WRITE( 3,111 )Of 

111 FO«MAT( • •, 1 11A.<IMU11 IS • ,Ell.4) 
fAC=lOOC.•Yf/FAC 
READ(l,242)DA1c,T1ME,SPLED 

242 f0kMAT(A5,A5,A4) 
CALL GPSEND(l,l) 
CALL GPLCT(b2.5,200. 1 2) 
CALL GPLCT(0.,0. 1 1) 
Y:A(NR)•fAC + 400.•Yf 
CALL GPLUT(O.,Y,3) 
No:NH+l 
DO 100 K:NB,Nf; 
X=II.-Nb+l 
X=.<•FAX 
Y=A(K)•FAC + 400.•Yf 
CALL GPLOT(X,Y,4) 

100 CONTINUE 
CALL GPLCT(0.,400.•Yf,J) 
CALL GrLCT(50C •• xr,4CO.•YF,4) 
CALL GPLCT(50o •• xr,11eoo •• vf,4) 
CALL GPLOT{0.,1400 •• YF,4) 
CALL GPLLT(0. 1 400.•Yf,4) 

LOG00100 
1.0GCC140 
LOGC014, 
LOGCOl.50 1 

LOGCC300 
LOG004CO 
LIJGOO:;OO 
LOGCC,!">0 
LOG005o0 
LOGCC:-Ji:10 
LOGCOoOO 
LOG00o50 
LOGC0o51 
LOGC07CO 
LOGC0900 
LOG00902 
LOG0031:> 
LOG:>0911 
LOG00912 
LUG00913 
LOG00'.::122 
LOGOC!l2J 
LUG00924 
LOGOC930 
LOCOC::)31 
LUGOO.il:!2 
LOGC0970 
LOG00~71 
LOGOl!:1'11 
LOG'.l l:J 12 
LOGOl!:113 
LOG01915 
LOG:l192J 
LOGOl!:,21 
LOG01922 
LllG01923 
LOG01324 
LOGC1940 
LUG01942 
LOGC1343 
LOG01950 
LUG019o0 
LOGC1970 
LOGC2400 
LllG02500 
LOG02b00 
LOGC2700 
LOGC2800 
LuGOZd:,·J 
LOG02::IOO 
LOi..OJ:lOO 
LOGOJlCO 
LUGCJ200 
LOGO~JOO 
LOG03400 
LOGOJ,OO 
LOGOJ.;00 
LOGOJ700 
LOGOJdOO 
L~GCJ300 
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CALL GPLOT(450.•Xf,1350.•Yf,3) 
CALL GPTEXT(DATE,4 1 15 1 0) 
CALL GPLGT(4SO.•Xf 1 1JCO.•Yf 1 3) 
CALL GPTEXT(TIME,5,IS,O) 
CALL GPLLT(4.50.•Xf 1 12SO.•Yf,J) 
CALL GPTEAT(SPEED,4 1 1S,O) 
CALL GPLOT(400.•Xf 1 1350.•Yf,J) 
CALL GPT[XT('CATE ',6 1 1S,C) 
CALL GPLOT(40o •• xf,1300.•YF,3) 
CALL GPT[Xl( 1 TIME ',6,IS,O) 
CALL GPLOT(400.•Xf,12~0.•Yf,J) 
CALL GPTEXT('SPEED ',6,IS,O) 
CAL!. GPHND(2) 
CO TO 50 
STOP 
END 

//GO.SYS IN DD • 
C.75C.7502 
22. 7 0935 264 
22.7 0945 26', 
22.7 l04C 324 
22.7 1130 ==~4 
JC.e 09CO 324 
30.8 0930 324 
30.8 1030 J24 
30.8 1130 228 
30.8 1230 264 
3o.e 1:-::30 274 
30.8 l1t20 287 
30.8 1510 223 
30.8 l54C 370 
JC.a 1540 341 
30.8 1640 357 
30.e 173.5 357 
30.8 1810 218 
31.S 0750 309 
31.8 0910 2o2 
31.8 1040 280 
31.8 1140 252 
31.8 1230 29!; 
31.8 133,5 365 
31.8 1,520 ~7~ 
31.8 16CO J73 
31.8 lo3C 375 
oo.c ooco oco 

//GO.AEPLOT DD SY SOUT :C 
/JGO.fT09F001 DD DSN=R~H.S11027.SPECS,DlSP=SHR 

LOGC390.2 
LOG03303 
LOG03:J04 
Li.JG03905 
LOG0390b 
LOC'.>3907 
LUG03910 
LUGIJJ920 
LliG03930 
LUCOJ940 
LOG03950 
LOG03960 
LOGC4000 
LOG04100 
LOG04200 
LOG04JOO 
LOG04400 
LUG(l4450 
LOG04,.5l 
LOC04462 
LOG04472 
LOG04482 
LOG01t<t92 
LOG045C2 
LOG04512 
LUG04522 
LOG04:,32 
LUG04542 
LUG04552 
LOG045b2 
LOG04:,7 2 
LOG04582 
LOG04::,92 
LOG04b02 
LOG0'tol2 
LOG04o22 
LilG04o32 
LOG04b42 
LOG04o52 
LOG04ot.2 
LOG04b72 
LuG04oH2 
LOG04b92 
LOG04702 
LOG04712 
LOG04722 
LOG047.:!2 
LUG04742 
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